Active Learning and Research

2004 Academic Spree Day Program

This year's Academic Spree Day is dedicated to the memory of psychology professor Seymour "Si" Wapner.

Tilton Hall | Abrahms Gallery and University Center | Bemis Conference Room | Carlson Hall | Grace Conference Room | Lurie Conference Room | Persky Family Conference Room | Rosenblatt Conference Room | Little Center Studio | University Gallery at Goddard Library and Schiltcamp Gallery at the Traina Center for the Arts | Traina Center for the Arts

Tilton Hall: Posters 12:30-4:30

Biology

1. "Variation in Predator Avoidance Behavior Among Populations of Threespine Stickleback" Sabina Borza '04 & Alexis Messler '05 (sponsor: Professor S. A. Foster)

2. "Isolation and Characterization of a New Cell Division Defective Cell Line" Andrew Somberg '04 (sponsor: Professor D. Larochelle)

3. "Pats1 Gene Sequence Characterization" John C. Moore '04 (sponsor: Professor D. Larochelle)

4. "Understanding the Pats1 Gene and Its Involvement in the Molecular Regulation of Cytokinesis" James Vecchione '05 (sponsor: Professor D. Larochelle)

5. "Variation in Defensive Armoring of Lacustrine Alaskan Threespine Stickleback Populations" Heather Richard '05 (sponsor: Professor J. A. Baker)

6. "Behavioral Syndromes Associated with Cannibalistic Proclivities of Threespine Stickleback" Katherine Shaw '04 (sponsor: Professor S. A. Foster)

7. "A Course Project on the Amphibian Genome" Shannon Joyce '04, Tim Markantes '04, & Abigail Rollings '04 (sponsor: Professor T. Lyerla)

8. "Characterization of Glutamine Synthetase from Emiliana huxleyi" Molly Letsch '04 (sponsor: Professor D. Robertson)

9. "Characterization of Glutamine Synthetase Expression in the Marine Diatom Skeletonema costatum" Miguel Stein '04 (sponsor: Professor D. Robertson)

10. "Knocking Out a Potential Tyrosine Phosphorylation Site in Drosophila PLC-g" Nicole Mills '05 (sponsor: Professor J. Thackeray)

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology


12. "Human Tonsilar Cell Responses to Epstein-Barr Virus" Julianna DeMelfi '04 (sponsor: Professor D. Thurlow)

13. "Kinetic Studies of ATP/CTP: tRNA Nucleotidyltransferase from Methanococcus jannaschi" Zu Shen '04 (sponsor: Professor D. Thurlow)

14. "The Exocyst Complex: Determination of Sec10 and Sec15 Protein Interactions" Lacey Archambault '04 (sponsor: Professor D. Thurlow)

Chemistry

15. "Synthesis of a Novel Copper (II) Chelation Complex" Brian Landry '05 (sponsor: Professor M. Turnbull)

16. "Toward Understanding Magnetic Ladders: Paramagnetic and Diamagnetic Quinoxaline Ladders" Brian Markowitz '05 (sponsor: Professor M. Turnbull)

17. "Synthesis of Voltage-Gated Potassium Channel Inhibitors" Michaela Martin '04 (sponsor: Professor D.Thurlow)
18. "Measurement of Ibuprofen Concentration in the Assabet River, MA" Katherine Parnass '04 (sponsors: Professor J. Hauri of Assumption College & Professor K. Erickson)  

Chemistry and Biochemistry  
19. "Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations of the Ricin Toxin from the Castor Bean in the Absence and Presence of Substrate Molecules" Katherine Hynes '05 & Andrew Wilz '05 (sponsor: Professor D. Nelson)  
20. "Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations on Domain 4 of the Anthrax Protective Antigen" Linsey Stiles '05 (sponsor: Professor D. Nelson)  
21. "Ligand Docking Studies on Wild-Type and Mutant Variants of the Anthrax Edema Factor" Stephanie Roy '04 (Anton Fellow) (sponsor: Professor D. Nelson)  

Communication & Culture  
22. "Gender Differences in Sports Narratives" Elizabeth Olson '04 (sponsor: Professor F. Johnson)  
23. "Gender Coding in Advertising" Jennifer Clark '04 (sponsors: Professors F. Johnson & M. Bamberg)  

Economics  
24. "Changes in Unemployment Insurance Policies and Their Effects on Unemployment Duration" Courtney Brawn '04 (sponsor: Professor W. Gray)  
25. "The Effect of Urban Crime on Property Values" Kimngoc Dao '04 (sponsor: Professor J. Brown)  
26. "The Impact of Strategies to Revitalize the Main South Neighborhood: Evidence from Property Values" Daniela Valle '05, Nicholas Zaiken'05, Kara Fontaine '04, Ashley Fors '04, Jonathan Callahan '05, & Troy Hill '06 (sponsor: Professor J. Brown)  
28. "Determinants of U.S. Health Care Spending: Recent Changes" Belinda Murira '04 (sponsor: Professor W. Gray)  
29. "Empirical Assessment of Eastern European Enlargement: A View from Trade" Yelena Naumova '04 (sponsor: Professor D. M. Bernhofen)  
30. "Factors Affecting Mass Transit Ridership in U.S. Cities: A Demand-Based Approach" Catherine O'Keefe '04 (sponsor: Professor J. Brown)  
31. "Economics of the Clark Neighborhood: Employment and Housing Conditions" Alejandra Molina '05, Shizuka Nishino '05, & Eleonara Kanellopoulou '05 (sponsor: Professor J. Brown)  
32. "Analyzing Sellers' Behavior on eBay" Pavel Rusinov '04 (sponsor: Professor W. Gray)  
33. "Determinates of Exchange Rates: An Analysis of Three Countries and the U.S." Razmig Tchaghlasian '04 (sponsor: Professor M. Callan)  
34. "Determinates of Exchange Rates: An Analysis of Three Countries and the U.S." Razmig Tchaghlasian '04 (sponsor: Professor M. Callan)  

Education  
35. "The Extent of Belief in the Active Presence of a Higher Being in Daily Life as Held by Faculty, Undergraduates, and Alumni of an Academic Community" Jennifer MacDonald '04 (sponsor Professor D. Zern)  

English  
36. "Grendel Gone Berserk" Margaret Bethray '04 (sponsor: Professor V. Vaughan)  
37. "Gendered Language Frames in Print News Media: The Invisibility of Carol Mosley Braun" Haley Tanner '04 (sponsor: Professor F. Johnson)  
38. Winners in the Short Story Contest: "Rumors are Like Cigarette Smoke" Kriti Gaur '04, "Lasers and Forcefields" Gregory DuFresne '06, & "Sleep's Love" Erica Silber '06 (sponsor: Professor S. Sultan)  
39. Winners of the Prentiss Cheney Hoyt Poetry Contest and the Loring Holmes and Ruth Dodd Drama Prize: "Not Bitterness, But Hollowness" Margaret Bethray '04, "On the Airplane from Kona to LA" Nicole Rabin '05, & "Goddess Rose: A Sonnet" Karen Smith '07, Drama: "Tri-Angles" Samuel A. Musen '04 (sponsor: Professor S. Sultan)  

Environmental Science & Policy  
40. "The Economics of Captive Breeding of Tigers for Commercial Purposes" Breanna M. Fianagan '04 (sponsor: Professor R. Goble)

42. "Environmental Education Levels and Curriculum in Sixth Grade Classrooms" Alexis Dallaportas '04 (sponsor: Professor R. Goble)

43. "Watch What You Drink: What the EPA Doesn't Know CAN Hurt You" Joanna C. Winkler '04 (sponsor: Professor R. Goble)

44. "One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Feminized Fish? A Case Study of the Importance of Scientific Validity in Environmental Policy Making" Kelly A. Piersanti '04 (sponsor: Professor R. Goble)

45. "The Cities for Climate Protection Campaign: Creating an Energy Task Force in the City of Worcester" Hannah Muller '04 (sponsor: Professor H. Brown)

Foreign Languages

46. "Le Temps Perdu: Le Journal des Etudiants de Français de Clark University" All students of French 127 (Media Workshop) (sponsor: Professor M. Spingler)

Geography

47. "Back to Bangalore: Transnational Linkages and the Role of the State in the Age of Globalization" Shana M. Retherford '04 (sponsor: Professor Y. Aoyama)


49. "Children's Access to Worcester Public Playgrounds: A Comparison of Two Neighborhoods" Sara Levenson '04 (sponsor: Professor S. Hanson)

50. "Where's Charlie? A Study on How to Increase Ridership on the WRTA" Carrie Ward '04 & Emily Salomon '04 (sponsor: Professor S. Hanson)

51. "The Inaccessibility of the WRTA" Caitlin Johnson '05 & Lea KixMiller '06 (sponsor: Professor S. Hanson)


53. "The MBTA Commuter Rail and Housing Prices in Worcester" Joey Willhite '05 (sponsor: Professor S. Hanson)

Government & International Relations

54. "Analysis of Environmental Policy Implementation in the Cape Wind Project" Scott B. Ritner '05, Lucille Swiech-Laflamme '05, & Grace A. Brown '05 (sponsor: Professor B. Cook)

Human Environment Regional Observatory (HERO)

55. "Involving Undergraduates in Geographic Research" David Kent '04 (sponsors: Professors J. Emel & R. Gil Pontius, Jr.)

56. "Cross-Site Analysis of the Vulnerability of Community Water Systems to Climate Change" Maatsi Angwafo '05 & Yasmin Bowers '05 (sponsor: Professor T. Downs)

57. "Building Historical Maps of 1951 Land-Use in Massachusetts" Matthew Holden '05, Chris Lippitt '05, & Carissa Williams (M.A.) '05 (sponsors: Professors E. Marcano, J. Rogan, & R. Gil Pontius, Jr.)

58. "Effect of Category Aggregation on Measurement of Land-Use and Land-Cover Change" Nicholas R. Malizia '05 (sponsor: Professor R. Gil Pontius, Jr.)

International Development, Community Planning & Environment

59. "Bountiful Harvest: A Natural Foods Tour of Worcester" Sonja Marge '04 (sponsor: Professor L. Hammond)

Math and Computer Science

60. "Differential Diffusion Models" Kristen M. Goodrich '04 (sponsor: Professor D. Joyce)

61. "The Dynamic Display of Data-Based Graphics via Macromedia Flash" James St. Clair Rice '04 (sponsor Professor J. Breecher)

Peace Studies

62. "Peer Mediation and Non-Violence in Middle Schools" Lauren Clement '07, Jessica Rice '07, & Shaina Katz '07 (sponsor: Professor J. de Rivera)
63. "BIM - Ben's Instant Messenger" Ben Rubinger '04 (sponsor: Professor J. Breecher)

64. "Creating Reconciliation Through Dialogue Between Israelis and Palestinians" Jason Pollens '06, Joe Fortier '07, Ellyn Lambeck '07, McKenzie Michaels '07, & Noah Reis '05 (sponsor: Professor J. de Rivera)

65. "Solutions to the Controversial Issues of Female Genital Mutilation in Africa" Kasandra Kane '06, Megan Benoit '06, Caitlin Laurie '07, Danielle Petroni '07, & Kate Gardner '04 (sponsor: Professor J. de Rivera)

66. "Human Rights Globally" Laura DeGrush '07, Marisa Levenson '06, & Andrea Pappert-Tenzer '07 (sponsor: Professor J. de Rivera)

67. "Reducing Poverty in the United States" Rebecca Voss '07, Alyssa Wisehart '07, & Sydnee Washington '07 (sponsor: Professor J. de Rivera)

68. "The Many Different Forms of U.S. Foreign Aid" Kate Foley '07, Kate Lied '07, Jill Scheffiliti '07, Esther Hockett '07, & Charles Gould '07 (sponsor: Professor J. de Rivera)

69. "Developing an Indicator for Peace Education" Anneke Mueller '05 (sponsor: Professor J. de Rivera)

**Philosophy**

70. "Women, Rape, and the Law" Matthew Gilman '06 & Hilary Ohmart '06 (sponsor: Professor J. W. DeCew)

71. "Virtual Child Pornography: Protected Evil?" Matthew Holmes '06 & Michael Bertone '05 (sponsor: Professor J. W. DeCew)

72. "Are Rape Laws Discriminatory?" Brianne Dotts '05 (sponsor: Professor J. W. DeCew)

**Physics**

73. "Static and Kinetic Friction in Sheared Granular Media" Ian Nagle '04 (sponsor: Professor A. Kudrolli)

74. "Development of a High Pressure System and Cell for Use at Low Temperature and High Magnetic Field" David Barbee '04 & Michael Viotti '06 (sponsor: Professor C. Agosta)

75. "Study of Magnetic Dimers" Alex Shapiro '05 (sponsor: Professor C. Landee)

76. "Magnetostuctural Properties of the Substituted Pyrazine/Copper Halide Compounds" Brian Wells '04 (sponsor: Professor C. Landee)

77. "Magnetic Studies of Rectangular Anti-Ferro Magnets" Jeff Golinveaux '04 (sponsor: Professor C. Landee)

**Psychology**

78. "Reading, Writing, and Spatial Reasoning in Preschool Children" Molly Bullock '05, Lindsay Demers '05, Karen Webster '04, & Mitchell Guerette '05 (sponsor: Professor M. Wiser)

79. "Exploring Complex Symbolic Abilities in Young Children" Camden Hayden '05, Rebecca Marcin '05, Lisa Cohen '04, & Han Bing Cheng '04 (sponsor: Professor M. Wiser)

80. "Do Successful Business People Cite Youth Sports Among Their Life Experiences?" Peter Kirschner '04 (sponsors: Professors J. McHale & J. Laird)

81. "Support in the Home and the Effect It Has on Children's Depressive Symptoms" Krystle Cassino '05 (in collaboration with Ellen O'Donnell, graduate student; sponsor: Professor E. Cardemil)

82. "Parenting Attitudes and Child Compliance" Angela Rizzolo '04 (sponsor: Professor P. G. Vinden)

83. "The Affects of Viewing Normative Waist to Hip Ratios on Viewers' Self-Esteem" Alycia Weiner '07 (sponsor: Professor N. Thompson)

84. "The Effect of Father Involvement on Children's School-Related Motivation and Performance" Andrea Jae Donahue '05 (sponsor: Professor W. Grolnick)

85. "The Effects of Perceived Parent and Teacher Involvement on Children's Motivation and Academic Achievement" Christina Mammone '05 (sponsor: Professor W. Grolnick)

86. "Stressful Life Events and Relation to Anxiety and Depressive Symptoms" Dorothy Fennell '04 (in collaboration with Ellen O'Donnell, graduate student; sponsor: Professor E. Cardemil)

87. "Impact of Religion on Depressive Symptoms in a Low Income, Ethnically Diverse Sample of Adolescents" Heather Wotton '04 (in collaboration with Ellen O'Donnell, graduate student; sponsor: Professor E. Cardemil)

88 "Reactions to Public Violence: A Cross-Cultural Study" Heather Wotton '04 (in collaboration with Rainer Diriwächter, graduate student; sponsor: Professor J. Valsiner)
89. "Exploring the Relationship Between Perceptions of Community/Neighborhood and Depressive Symptoms for Ethnically Diverse 5th and 6th Grade Students" **Kathleen Madden '04** (in collaboration with Ellen O'Donnell, graduate student; sponsor: Professor E. Cardemil)

90. "Making Meaning Out of Consumer Products: An Investigation of Emotion and Thought Processes" **Jennifer Oelfke '04** (in collaboration with Rainer Diriwächter, graduate student; sponsor: Professor J. Valsiner)

91. "Use of Control in Single Mothers" **Jennifer Smith '04** (sponsor: Professor W. Grolnick)

92. "What is in A Name?" **Ashley Auclair '07 & Marannie F. Rawls-Philippe '04** (sponsor: Professor R. Bibace)


94. "The Empathizer: Negotiating the Other Through the Self" **Benjamin Zabinski '05** (sponsor: Professor J. Valsiner)

95. "What is Asthma? A Partnership Approach to Comparative Analysis" **Jennifer MacDonald '04 & Ellen Kaschuluk '06** (sponsor: Professor R. Bibace)

96. "Interparental Conflict and Child Adjustment: The Role of Extended Family in a Diverse, Low-Income Sample" **Melissa Moreau '04** (in collaboration with Ellen O'Donnell, graduate student; sponsor: Professor E. Cardemil)

97. "An Investigation of Miriam Van Waters" **Michelle Miller '07** (in collaboration with Rainer Diriwächter, graduate student; sponsor: Professor J. Valsiner)

98. "Dollhouse Play: Family Expressiveness and Child Emotion Understanding in Mother-Child Interaction" **Michelle Powers '05** (in collaboration with Nina Olsen, graduate student; sponsor: Professor J. Cordova)

99. "Sibling Relationships and Depressive Symptoms in a Sample of Low-Income and Ethnically Diverse Adolescents" **Stacey Pereira '04** (in collaboration with Ellen O'Donnell, graduate student; sponsor: Professor E. Cardemil)

100. "Morpheus Reawakened: Finding Emerging Patterns in Daydreaming" **Stacey Pereira '04** (in collaboration with Rainer Diriwächter, graduate student; sponsor: Professor J. Valsiner)

101. "Cultural Identification and Well-Being in Ethnically Diverse Low-Income Children" **Stephen Wong '04** (in collaboration with Ellen O'Donnell, graduate student; sponsor: Professor E. Cardemil)

102. "Children of Divorce: The Relationship Between Age at Separation and Relationship Attitudes of Young Adults" **Tara O'Connor '04** (sponsor: Professor J. Cordova)

103. "A Dialogical Approach Towards Nervousness: A Study of Nervousness in Tennis Players" **Philip J. Rosenbaum '04 & Nikola Milinkovic '06** (in collaboration with Alison Sparks & Vrinda Kalia, graduate students; sponsor: Professor E. Reese)

104. "Self Effects of Positive and Negative Comments" **Philip J. Rosenbaum '04** (sponsor: Professor J. Laird)


106. "Mother-Child Conversation and Children's Story Understanding" **Jennifer Terrill '04, Emily Baskin '06, Ayana Goldman '05, Melina Koukouli '05, & Pam Linderman '05** (in collaboration with Alison Sparks & Vrinda Kalia, graduate students; sponsor: Professor E. Reese)

107. "Assessing the Effectiveness of Communication Between an Interviewer and a Speaker" **Jennifer MacDonald '04, Ellen Kaschuluk '06, & Jonathan Green '07** (sponsor: Professor R. Bibace)

108. "An Evolutionary Approach to Prosody: Comparing Whining and Motherese" **Karen Webster '04, Jonathan Green '07, Kerry Johnson '06, & Emily Lescak '07** (in collaboration with Rose Sokol, graduate student; sponsor: Professor N. Thompson)

109. "Negotiating Individuality Among Japanese Teenagers" **Midori Morikawa '05** (in collaboration with Professor Y. Fujie of Tokyo; sponsor: Professor M. Bamberg)

110. "Naturalizing 'What Girls Want': Young Boys Talk About Desire" **Eneida Thomollari '05** (in collaboration with Neill Korobov, graduate student; sponsor: Professor M. Bamberg)

111. "Naturalizing 'Being Bad': Young Boys' Talk About Desire" **Adam Langhough '05** (in collaboration with Neill Korobov, graduate student; sponsor: Professor M. Bamberg)

112. "Differences in the Experience of Emotion" **Sarah Bush '06** (in collaboration with Sarah Strout, graduate student; sponsor: Professor J. Laird)

113. "Predicting Athletic Injury Through Life Stress" **Jessica Petitt '04 & Racheal Turkington '04** (sponsor: Professor J. Laird)

114. "Health, Activity, and Mood in Daily Life" **Heather Rodrigues '04** (sponsor: Professor J. Laird)
**Visual and Performing Arts**

115. "Typeface Design" **Marc Lassoff '04** (sponsor: Professor D. Tarallo)

116. "Discover African Art: Works from the Worcester African Cultural Center" **Scott Archibald '06, Ashley Auclair '07, Sudi Baker '06, Michael Berninger '06, Dallas Burckhardt '05, Jennifer Cedor '07, Danielle Chandler '07, Sara Connarley '04, Kryystal Cooper '07, Michael Cruz '07, Amanda Davis '07, Pamela Jones '07, Niccole Lambert '07, Meaghan Oconnell '07, Ethan Prosnit '05, Amanda Steele '07, Ying Tao '07, & Sydnee Washington '07** (sponsor: Professor J. M. Borgatti)

**Women's Studies**

117. "All Kinds of Girls: Working With Worcester Girls" **Sharon Vargo '04, Sandi Fox '06, & Kristen Ethier '07** (sponsor: Professor J. Emel)

---

Abrahms Gallery and University Center

12:30-4:30 Visual & Performing Arts: Presentation

"Intermediate Painting: States of Being" **Samatha Fiakofi '04, Becca Herskovitz '06, Leah Raub '07, Julie Dorval '04, Sarah Reardon '05, Michael Sandstrom '04, Denise Lavallee '04, Leann Rousso '05, & Matt Altieri '05** (sponsor: Professor S. Walker)

---

Bemis Conference Room

12:30-1:30 History: Honors Theses Presentations

"Caledonian Canaan: Lowland Scottish Migration to Ryegate, Vermont, in the Later 18th Century" **Melodee Beals '04** (sponsor: Professor J. Greenwood)

"Revolution, Rhetoric, and Runaway Slaves: Massachusetts, 1750-1781" **Alan Durand '04** (sponsor: Professor J. Greenwood)

"Versatile Feminism: Feminism As Seen in the Pages of the Ladies' Home Journal, 1963-1971" **Erin Penoyer-Gerbino '04** (sponsor: Professor A. Richter)

---

Carlson Hall, Room 120

12:30-1:15 Mathematics & Computer Science: Presentation

"The Pebble Algorithm and Other Topics in Bioinformatics" **Marc Snyder '04** (sponsor: Professor L. Han)

---

Grace Conference Room

12:30-1:30 Anton Fellowship Program Presentations

"Question: What Do MND Allele in Wild Newly Collected Schizophyllum Strains, Ovid's Metamorphosis and European Art, and Trafficked Women in Albania Have in Common? Answer: They're All Research Topics Explored by Anton Fellows" **Jerrica Breindel '05** (sponsor: Professor T. Leonard), **David Hahn '04** (Professors S. Gertz & J. Conron), & **Etel Haxhiaj '04** (sponsor: Professor V. Sperling)

1:35-2:00 Foreign Languages & Literatures: Presentation

"Napoléon III's Avenue de L'Opéra: Causes and Effects of Enchanted Paris" **Jenny Johnson '04** (sponsor: Professor M. Spingler)

---

Lurie Conference Room

12:30-3:30 Government: Presentations

"Presidential Strategies in Judicial Recess Appointments" **Monica Cox '05, Grace Brown '05, Micah Niemy '05, Jacob Siler '06, & Lucy Swiech-Laflamme '05** (sponsor: Professor B. Cook)
"Presidential Profiling: How the Past Affects the Future" Hillary Abrams '05, Dave Fialkov '06, Nick Reynolds '06, Jon Pace '05, & Rebecca Fox '06 (sponsor: Professor B. Cook)

"Clinton vs. Reagan: Media Relations and Legislative Success" Helen Williams '06, Ryan Kelly '06, Rich Fishman '05, Robin Cohen '06, & Andrew Meggison '06 (sponsor: Professor B. Cook)

"Citizen Involvement in the Primary Process" Greta Larson '06, Emma Dassatti '05, Sam Marcellus '07, & Jen Burt '07 (sponsor: Professor B. Cook)

"A Comprehensive Analysis of National Security Policy Making in the Clinton and Bush Administrations" Nicholas Laskey '06, Brendan Galway '05, Simon Spitalny '06, Jonathan Simms '04, & Jeff Maguire '04 (sponsor: Professor B. Cook)

"The Role of the White House in a President's Re-election Campaign" Abigail Pineo '04, Lindsay Einhorn '06, Barbara Mieczkowska '06, Christopher Allen '05, & Daniel Moran '06 (sponsor: Professor B. Cook)

Persky Family Conference Room
12:30-1:15 Government: Honors Theses Presentations
"Government Department Honors Theses" Branwen Cale '04 & Ian Harris '04 (sponsor: Professor M. C. Miller)

1:20-2:20 Government & International Relations: Panel Presentation
"Harvard Model UN Conference" Edita Mirkovic '05, Kevin Matthews '04, Kaare Hasseloe '04, & Barbara Mieczkowska '06 (sponsor: Professor S. Sitaraman)

Rosenblatt Conference Room
12:30-12:50 Foreign Languages & Literatures: Presentation
"La India Maria: Moving Beyond Stereotypes in Mexican Cinema" Carissa Ekholm '06 (sponsor: Professor C. D'Lugo)

12:55-1:10 Foreign Languages & Literatures: Performance
"A Choreography of La Pregunta/The Question by Neruda" Reid Mosher '06, Jamie Burwell '07, John Connors '06, Paige LaMarche '04, Michelle Pennisi '05, & Rachael Levy '06 (sponsor: Professor B. Atienza)

1:15-2:45 Screen Studies: Film Presentation
"Like Me, I Am Here: A Documentary in Ghana" Jay Shapiro '04 (Anton Fellow) (sponsor: Professor T. Shary)

2:50-3:50 Communication & Culture: Film Presentation
"Boy Talk" Hannah Pillemer '04 (sponsor: Professor T. Shary)

Little Center Theater
12:30-2:30 Visual & Performing Arts: Theater Performance
"Theater Workshop" Allison Garskoff '04, Lizzie Goldberg Redner '04, Anna Schwartz '04, Darcy Smith '04, & Dan Alford '04 (sponsor: Professor: G. DiIorio)

Traina Center for the Arts, Razzo Hall
4:00-5:00 Visual & Performing Arts: Compositions and Performances
"Various Music Presentations" (sponsor: Prof. J. McGinn)
University Gallery at Goddard Library and Schiltcamp Gallery at the Traina Center

**11:00 am-7:00 pm Studio Art Senior Honors Thesis Exhibition**

Opening Reception: 5:00-7:00 pm (Gallery open at 11:00 am for visitors) Jennifer Clark '04, Lauren Farina '04, Damon Ginandes '04, Matthew Kline '04, Heather Mullen '04, Jeanine Newell '04, Andrew Packer '04, & Adam Ryder '04 (sponsor: Professor E. Crocker)

back to top